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Introduction
On January 5 of last year, the twenty‐one citizens appointed by the Grand Jury to serve on 2010 Overview
Commission held their organizational meeting.
To examine the various departments within Athens‐Clarke County (ACCUG), each member agreed to serve
on at least one of four committees:
●

Government and Administration

●

Taxes and Revenues

●

Public Services

●

Courts and Public Safety

Following the initial meeting, the Overview Commission met regularly to hear presentations from members
of the Athens‐Clarke County Commission, the Mayor, and individual department heads. At the completion
of those presentations, the four committees met and created a template of questions to be asked in
departmental interviews. In addition to interviews, members conducted site visits, participated in public
forums, and reviewed budget documents and other materials to form the basis of what would eventually be
each committee’s report to the full Overview Commission.
We felt that paramount importance be placed on receiving input from the citizens of Athens‐Clarke County.
In order to receive as much input as possible a Public Input Committee was appointed and six public
forums were held. Members of non‐profits that support ACCUG activities and members of boards,
committees, commissions, and authorities officially appointed to serve ACCUG were invited to comment at
forums held at the Athens‐Regional Library. Open public forums were held at the East Athens Education
Dance Center, Chamber of Commerce, Hilsman Middle School and Clarke Middle School. We gained
valuable insight and feedback from the public forums and are indebted to all who participated.
The Public Input Committee also created an online presence that included information about upcoming
meetings, as well as a way for citizens to contact the Overview Commission via e‐mail. We were the first
Overview Commission to make this form of communication available to citizens. We added a dedicated
telephone line that citizens could call, and appeared on radio programs. Newspaper articles were
generated asking citizens to contact us with suggestions and comments. Citizens were also encouraged to
call or e‐mail members of the Overview Commission directly.
In addition, individual ACCUG employees voluntarily contacted members of the Overview Commission.
Their comments and suggestions were most helpful and enabled us to have a better understanding of the
services provided by ACCUG.
Beginning in September, each committee presented its report to the full Overview Commission and we
began developing the final report, including recommendations, which are finalized here. We are honored
to have had this opportunity to serve and thankful for the trust granted to us.
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Government and Administration
Committee Members: Delene Porter, Chairperson, Pat Allen, Linda Davis, Shaye Gambrell, Martin Matheny, Jill
Read, Lucy Rowland, and Melaney Smith

Office of the Mayor
Recommendation:
1. The Office of Mayor is a candidate for an independent management audit to determine
the compensation, staffing level, and operational model that best enables this position to
function as originally chartered. The audit should evaluate the level of oversight and
support to the Public Information Office and Auditor’s Office.
The current mayor spends in excess of forty hours per week in this position. Both the Mayor and
Commissioners expressed interest in exploring raising the salary of this position. The management audit
should give special attention to staffing the need for research and comparative analysis on the local, state,
and national levels on trends and issues for the Mayor and Commission.

ACCUG Commission
Balancing constituents’ concerns with fiscal realities for the duration of their election cycle is the ultimate
challenge of members of the Commission. The recommendations below are made to better facilitate
discharging the duties of the Commission.
Recommendations:
1. Ensure that the AthensClarke County and the City of Winterville Comprehensive Plan
(accplanning.com  last updated in 2008) focuses on the community’s critical needs.
Since the Comprehensive Plan is the primary “vision” document 1 for the community, the Commission
should regularly monitor how effectively the action items in the document are being implemented and
communicated to the public. (See Appendix 1: Consolidated ShortTerm Work Program 20082013)
2. Given recent changes in the economy, the Commission should conduct a Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats analysis (SWOT) for the community.
There have been many changes since the Comprehensive Plan was updated in 2008. 2 The Commission
should seek to understand this new context for community needs and solutions. We received feedback
from Commissioners that job creation, poverty reduction, increasing affordable housing, increasing
transportation options/availability, and fiscal management to meet these needs and opportunities were
critical issues. A SWOT Analysis will provide useful information for their decision‐making process.
1 Vision Statements, Issues and Opportunities for the Athens‐Clarke County Comprehensive Plan, November 20,
ACCUG.
2 Athens‐Clarke County Comprehensive Plan, ACCUG 2008.
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3. Our Commissioners are engaged with their constituents and government staff, but more
can always be done to communicate positive developments, solicit feedback, and
communicate Commission priorities to the broader public.
4. Develop a plan for being more visible with state government. Develop a proactive
strategy for increasing Athens’ visibility with the General Assembly and state
departments.
Several cities in Georgia employ lobbyists to assist them with communications and information gathering
during the General Assembly Session each year.

Clerk of Commission’s Office
This office was not in the original charter, but it quickly became clear that the Commission needed a staff to
support its activities. The Clerk serves at the pleasure of the Commission. The office has two employees,
Clerk and Deputy Clerk, which the staff feels is adequate.
We commend and thank the Clerk of Commission for her record of excellence as a public servant. Her
institutional knowledge of ACCUG and her effectiveness as an ombudsman for citizens as she assists them
reaching the correct source within ACCUG to answer questions and to address concerns is an important
contribution to the community’s positive perception of ACCUG.

Manager’s Office
The Overview Commission feels that the Manager form of Government is functioning as intended by the
Charter. The advantages offered by this form of government cannot be underestimated and the resulting
professionalism and expertise are reflected in the numerous awards received by ACCUG's departments.
The Manager functions as a “Chief Operating Officer” with exclusive authority for personnel decisions and
budget implementation. If problems arise, the Mayor and Commission can and should act as the check and
balance.

A candidate is nominated by the Mayor and approved by the Commission and therefore serves at the will of
the Mayor and Commission. A change in management can be accomplished by either a majority vote of the
Commission or a decision not to renew a management contract (currently on a two-year cycle.)
The Manager has delegated oversight of 13 departments to the Deputy Manager based on the Deputy
Manager's specific qualifications and experience level. It is the Manager’s responsibility to make
adjustments to the organizational chart if issues arise with efficiency, responsiveness, or ACCUG service
delivery. It would be counterproductive to have the Mayor and Commission evaluate, hire, or fire
employees who report to the Manager.
The Manager's Office uses the ACCUG Comprehensive Plan to guide its directives to each department. It
specifically uses the Consolidated Short-Term Work Program 2008-2013 (See Appendix 1) to help each
department prioritize meeting the needs of the community.
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Recommendations:
1. Improve data management throughout ACCUG.
In the course of review, the Overview Commission repeatedly encountered instances of inefficient data
collection, storage, and utilization that we believe can be improved by greater adoption of electronic data
management.
2. Create a position for a grants coordinator to assist departmental efforts in garnering
outside funding for ACCUG projects.
A professional grants coordinator could improve applications for all grants making them more competitive,
find grants that are not normally sought by local governments, and serve as a “traffic engineer” for
applications.
3. Use the Trail Creek spill (2010) as a case study to evaluate the effectiveness of the
AthensClarke County Emergency Management Agency Emergency Operations Plan 3 in
terms of:
[A] Emergency Support Functions of Communications
[B] how the plan delegates responsibilities in situations when staff is not available or a
key position is empty
4. Develop a longrange (5, 10, and 20 year) financial plan for services, which asks each
department to analyze changing community needs and opportunities for increasing
efficiencies.
ACCUG builds reserves and does some long‐range capital planning through SPLOST, but its budgeting
process for its departments and their human services focuses on a year‐to‐year rather than long‐range
basis. A long‐range financial plan for services would need to be connected to a long‐range vision for human
capital development.
5. Create a reporting method to clearly track amounts paid to and services provided by
individual consultants, consulting firms, contractors, and contract employees by each
department (see Appendix 2).
The 1999 Overview Commission recommendations related to reporting of consultant payments and costs
have not been addressed as of 2010. This report must be made a priority. Upon completion, it should be
analyzed on a regular basis to measure accomplishments achieved through the use of consultants and to
help identify cost/benefit and prevent waste.

Attorney’s Office
The Attorney serves as counsel to the Athens‐Clarke County Unified Government and constitutional
officers. The staff is well qualified and the office provides excellent service to ACCUG.

3 Athens‐Clarke County Emergency Management Policy, Emergency Operations Plan, Revised 05‐Jan‐09, ACCUG
Revised January 5, 2009
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Recommendations:
1. Require members of appointed Boards, Commissions and Authorities to have
appropriate training regarding responsibilities including the ACCUG Code of Ethics, and
legal ramifications of their recommendations and decisions.
This training is important even though staff members currently attend most regular meetings and advise
about responsibilities. By having a thorough understanding of the process and substance of decisions
reached, more formal mandatory training of appointed Boards, Commissions and Authorities will provide
the Mayor and Commission with more informed recommendations.
2. Assess all ACCUG facilities for compliance for Americans with Disabilities Act,
particularly the Clarke County Court House.

Auditor’s Office
An Auditor’s Office is not found in many local governments. This office provides a means for
evaluating and improving efficiency within ACCUG. We believe that this is a valuable service to the
citizens.
Recommendations:
1. Ensure that all ACCUG departments are audited using a model for prioritization that is
proactive about maximizing opportunity as well as addressing risk.
There are several departments/offices that have never been audited such as Fire, Public Utilities,
Cooperative Extension, Solicitor General, and State Courts. An audit schedule is drafted by staff and the
Audit Committee and then approved by the Mayor and Commission. Priorities are currently determined by
the Office hearing complaints or receiving requests for help. Even if nothing is “wrong,” there is always
opportunity for system improvement. The Auditor’s Office averages four to six audits per year. It takes an
average of nine months for large departments to be audited. Less complex audits within departments take
an average of one month. The audit usually makes two kinds of recommendations: (1) “there is something
wrong that must be fixed,” and (2) “a different way of doing things should be considered.” The first are
addressed quickly, the second may or may not get addressed as rapidly (especially if it is an issue of
redistributing or increasing funds).
2. Evaluate the Auditor’s Office with a review of the staffing level.
Currently there are three full time positions. Funding for a part‐time one year intern was withdrawn.
3. Analyze rates of implementation of Auditor’s Office recommendations.
These results should be reviewed by the Audit Committee, Mayor and Commission, and the Manager.
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Organizational Development
This office does an excellent job providing in‐house training and development for employees in areas such
as professional certification, leadership and management skills, and organizational information and
knowledge.
Recommendations:
1. Provide training for all employees in performance appraisal procedures and schedule an
assessment (audit) of departmental performance appraisals on an annual basis.
In some cases we found that employees were not aware that they are expected to participate equally in
performance appraisal procedures. Specific training for all employees should provide more accurate
appraisals. Regular reviewing of the results of these appraisals will provide an indication of where more
active participation is needed.
2. Add workshops in grantsmanship and fund raising for designated departmental employees.
Private and other public funding partnerships in the form of non‐tax revenues will increase if those
departments providing services to citizens are encouraged and skilled in searching for and managing
revenues outside ACCUG funds.
3. Add notforprofit organization informational workshops for those departments who
depend on partnerships with volunteer organizations.
Volunteer partner organizations expressed concerns about decisions made by some ACCUG staff on their
behalf without their agreement or discussion. In one case, drafts of management agreements between the
organizations and ACCUG (prepared by ACCUG staff) stated that the organization’s Chief Officer be selected
and directed by ACCUG. Had staff members understood not‐for‐profit corporation regulations, this would
not have occurred.
4. Add workshops for service delivery departments in public relations and marketing. 4
Provide templates and instruction on how to write media releases about ACCUG services and tie this to a
publication schedule generated by the Public Information Office.
5. Provide for an adequate central training space.
Currently training is taking place in many locations throughout ACCUG facilities. This often involves moving
of media equipment and resources from one location to another as well as complicated arrangements for
use of spaces. There appears to be ample existing space at the Snipes Building to house one set of
equipment and materials needed for training workshops. (This recommendation does not include physical
training for Police and Fire Departments.)

4 Work with the Public Information Office to provide ACCUG departments with templates and instruction on how to
write media releases about services.
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Human Resources Department
Many positive changes have taken place in the Human Resources Department during the last seven years
resulting in greater efficiency and tremendous cost savings for ACCUG. We congratulate the staff on this
improvement.
Recommendations:
1. Clarify employee job descriptions and continue training for department Heads in updating
job descriptions.
Department directors must ensure that job descriptions are updated and specific to the tasks required in
each position. After discussion with department heads and employees, we learned that some job
descriptions were inaccurate or incomplete. This hinders the performance review process and
advertisement for open positions.
2. Increase women and minority participation in salaried positions especially at the
department head level.
3. Emphasize hiring of multilingual staff members and encourage training of all staff to
become multilingual.
4. Implement career development and succession planning for key salaried positions.
5. Ensure equitable and transparent performance appraisal procedures to ensure that all
employees participate actively and with full knowledge of the process.

Public Information Office
The Public Information Office currently functions as a resource for community information. It also provides
information on ACCUG services.
Recommendations:
1. Conduct a management audit to articulate the mission, a strategic plan, and list of priorities
for the office.
The Public Information Office is nationally recognized for several media campaigns and television
programming and is doing a great deal of work with a small staff. However, the Overview Commission
identified the need for departments to increase their communication with the public. Defining the Public
Information Office’s role in promotion and public information will help determine what additional
resources are needed for communication.
2. Consider changing oversight from the Mayor to the Manager.
This would enable the office to better serve the full scope of ACCUG communication needs.
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3. Determine role of office in promotion of AthensClarke County regionally and nationally, and
in providing basic information to our citizens about community services.
4. Recognizing that not all citizens have internet access, implement more diverse ways to
inform the public of the activities and work of the ACCUG.
Recent surveys show a large majority of Athens‐Clarke County citizens do not use the government’s
website as their source of information about ACCUG (See Appendix 3 and Appendix 4). Some people do not
have computers and do not use the Athens Regional Library to access the internet due to a lack of
transportation and/or their work schedule.
5. Expand ACCUG’s technical capabilities to allow for audio/video streaming and cable
broadcast of as many public meetings as possible, such as Manager/Mayor and Commission
work sessions and Planning Commission meetings.
The Overview Commission recognizes that not all of ACCUG’s buildings are set up for broadcast quality
recording, but recommends that alternatives be explored for other forms of media.
6. Continue funding in the next budget to improve the government's website and make sure
that it is userfriendly and comparable to those of other, similar communities.
A professional and appealing online presence is crucial to economic development and attracting new
investment.
7. Add links to the ACCUG website for the independent agencies receiving funding from ACCUG
general fund, such as the Athens Regional Library, Economic Development Foundation,
Health Department, and Project Safe. Air agency announcements on public access television.
8. Create an ACCUGwide publication schedule which accommodates, empowers and facilitates
departmentlevel public relations and marketing initiatives.
9. Work with Organizational Development to provide ACCUG departments with templates and
instruction on how to write media releases about services and tie this to a Public
Information Office publication schedule (see Organizational Development recommendation
#4).
Citizens become frustrated by the lack of public services that they perceive are not available to them. By
providing regular information to the public about ACCUG services, citizens will be better informed.
10. Provide all departments with easy methods for communicating with citizens. Supplement
Web site & TV channel with communication opportunities that allow ACCUG departments to
reach out to citizens.
Most departments interviewed by the Overview Commission have no budget for public relations,
marketing or communication while some departments (Recycling and Public Utilities) have the ability to
communicate via billing inserts and newsletters mailed directly to citizens’ homes. To get information from
the Web site, a citizen must be willing to look for information. Many calls, questions, service requests from
citizens often stem from lack of awareness. We hope ACCUG will investigate alternatives, such as a
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monthly/quarterly newspaper insert, a newsletter, and other methods that allow all ACCUG departments to
actively share information with more passive members of the general public.
11. Find better ways to advertise public meetings, events, and opportunities for citizens to serve
or participate. Provide more detail so citizens understand the purpose of the meeting.
The ACCUG Web site calendar provides date, time, and location for each meeting. No additional information
is given to help the user determine the content or purpose of the meeting. More detailed information made
easily available can lead to more involved citizens. Meeting notices in the legal ads in the newspaper are
hard to read and get lost in the small print. Notices posted next to doors of public buildings reach only
those people who happen to be passing by.

Central Services Department
Central Services is a complex department, tying in several disparate services: copying and printing for
other departments, landscape and facility management, and animal control. Overall, the department
appears to be well‐organized given its diversity of services.
Recommendations:
1. Establish a plan to better communicate community services with the public.
Examples could include better ways to let the public know about surplus auctions, what to do if a citizen
finds injured wildlife, ways to better report persistent illegal dumping sites, etc.
2. Continue to emphasize and stay conversant with new trends and materials in energy
efficiency and continue working to make government facilities more energyefficient.

Computer Information Services
Computer Information Services (CIS) is responsible for Information Technology network, computing
infrastructure, hardware, software, security, and information management.
Recommendations:
1. Conduct an assessment of ACCUG Information Technology (IT) that will lead to development
of a strategic plan and operating model for ACCUG Computing and Information Services.
2. Manage and measure where the costs of IT support are incurred to ensure that each
department bears its own costs while leveraging shared resources.
3. Implement crossdepartmental prioritization of all Information Technology projects to
insure that maximum benefit is gained from new applications/solutions.
This should entail a systemic coordinated review by CIS prior to trial, purchase and implementation
commitments.
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4. Determine the impact of underfunding existing hardware support/replacement.
Any risks identified should be communicated routinely and regularly up the chain until the risk is mitigated
through migration from main frame computing or adequate funding is secured and charged appropriately.

Airport
All items/issues recommended by the 1999 Overview Commission for the Airport were accepted and have
been completed or are currently underway. The guiding document for future development is a master plan,
which seems to be realistic for this market.
Recommendations:
1. Complete the commercial terminal now underway.
This facility serves as the “front door” for visitors and the present facility is inadequate. Although ridership
is increasing, commercial enplanements need to grow to access increased federal funding support for air
traffic control and some capital.
2. Continue planning to lengthen the eastwest runway.
Some aircraft currently using the airport are unable to depart with a full load of fuel. In addition to safety
and customer service considerations, additional fuel sales will enhance an important part of the airport’s
revenue stream.
3. Systematically collect customer feedback on commercial air service.
There is opinion in the community that commercial air services are unreliable and not customer focused.
ACCUG should establish a process to measure customer satisfaction and ensure that the carrier and
regulatory authorities are responsive to citizen concerns. Once concerns about service and reliability are
satisfied, consider a joint marketing agreement with the commercial carrier to better market this
convenient and economical service to the region.
4. Develop and execute a plan, in conjunction with the Public Information Office, the Athens
Convention and Visitors Bureau, and other stakeholders, to better educate the community
on the benefits that a successful airport brings to the community.
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Taxes and Revenues
Committee Members: Melaney Smith, Chair, Janey Cooley, Judith DeJoy, Delene Porter, Tony Purcell and Jill
Read, exofficio.

Public Utilities
Public Utilities has done an excellent job of maintaining and improving the water and wastewater
distribution, fee collections, and infrastructure systems, as well as keeping its customers well served and
satisfied.
Within the next year, all three of the new waste water treatment plants will be completed to provide better
odor control, noise control, and lighting as requested by the mayor and commission. These new plants and
upgrades will increase the quality of the discharge of our waste water to exceed the minimum standards by
30 – 50%. The Water Treatment Division has upgraded the water treatment facility and increased capacity,
installed generator back up, and advanced treatment technologies including UV to meet the existing and
any future regulations with little or no additional spending.
Recommendations:
1. Consider the addition of an amendment to the Charter that clarifies the original language
related to “equity” regarding the sewer expansion plan.
This department has received criticism over the sewer expansion plan ‐ primarily that it does not provide
equal services to all Clarke County homes as the Charter can be interpreted to specify in Section 9‐103‐3:
“…shall adopt a service delivery plan that includes… a capital improvements plan to provide water and
sewer services to all residents of the county…” (see Appendix 5).
SPLOST money has allowed them to implement their plan to extend water service lines on every public
road throughout the county that has an existing building on it, with the exceptions of those roads where
property owners elected not to have water and sewer service or those roads in areas considered
“conservation districts” according to the 2008 Land Use Plan. From a water conservation standpoint, the
department is many years ahead based on per capita usage rates.
Public input received by the Overview Commission and ongoing debate in newspapers and other forums
indicate there are significant differences in how citizens interpret the charter’s intention for sewer service.
The Public Utilities Director has stated the charter is misinterpreted by many and doesn’t require county‐
wide sewer lines; rather it calls for a plan to provide sewer service.
The issue has been so divisive that one ACCUG commissioner suggested that the Charter language should
be changed to correct this problem. However, the 2010 Overview Commission believes changing the
language in the original Charter is too radical a solution, and that the verbiage of the original Charter
should remain intact in its entirety.
2. Aggressively pursue a public information campaign to explain and justify the plan to expand
or not to expand sewer services countywide.
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Because this misunderstanding over the wording in the Charter has been an issue since adoption, we feel
that our recommended amendment to the Charter should be a highly publicized event. Many citizens feel
they were promised sewer expansion during unification and this must be addressed, even if the answer is
no. The citizens need and deserve a clear statement of ACCUG’s position and plan. Many may not realize
they’ll be assessed for a portion of the cost.
3. Subsequent sewer expansions should be communicated to the public with reference to the
charter amendment & plan mentioned in the prior two recommendations.
Again, because this has been an issue for so long we recognize that stopping the complaints and debate
completely will be impossible, but ACCUG must have a solid foundation for justifying expansions to new
locations if other locations will not have sewer service.
4. Conduct an internal audit of the Public Utilities Department.
This department is large. It performs life‐critical functions, and is at the center of controversy over what
services will be provided to whom, but has never been audited by the Auditor’s Office.
5. Immediately plan for funding for a more comprehensive program of maintaining and
upgrading the aging water and wastewater infrastructure.
We learned in talking with the Public Utilities Director that some of Athens sewer collection system dates
back to the 1800s. The director expressed a concern (See Appendix 6) about the aging infrastructure and a
need for a more comprehensive program of finding and addressing the infiltration in the wastewater
system.

Finance
We are proud that ACCUG’s Finance Department has been awarded the Government Finance Officers
Association Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in Financial Reporting (FY92‐FY09). It is responsible
for ACCUG’s financial system, including preparing and monitoring budgets for all 35 departments, SPLOST,
grants, etc. It engages each department in an examination of productivity and “unit or service cost” during
the annual budget process. It issues alcohol and business occupancy licenses; emphasizes buy‐local when
cost effective; and has a minority business outreach program to work with potential minority vendors.
Recommendations:
1. Create a succession plan for recruiting, funding, and training the next generation of
employees since so many in this department are nearing retirement age.
In the Finance Dept, four out of the six administrators and department directors are 50+ years old and have
more than 20 years of service. ACCUG should consider and plan for the cost to attract and retain qualified
candidates.
2. Budget to adequately maintain the software that supports the Financial System.
The cost for upgrading this system is estimated to be nearly $1 million and supports accounting, payroll,
purchasing and related systems. Installation of upgrades must be done by trained employees. This system
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should be updated every 5‐8 years and we are currently using a system from FY07 (half way through the
cycle). This should be given priority in the budgeting process so that upgrades in the financial world can be
integrated (for example, the old system didn't handle purchasing card transactions nor was it compatible
with the new imaging system).
3. Pursue plan to place all ACCUG business related to collections of fees and billing online.
While consultant fees are enumerated in the Expenditure Transaction Report by Department each year, the
particular services provided are not. This recommendation was also suggested in the 1999 Charter
Review.
4. Establish and enforce a schedule for each department to review and make adjustments
(increase or decrease) to fees charged to the public.
The most recent 20% leap in alcohol license fees was not an incremental fee increase. As with downtown
parking fees, it was a long‐overdue fee adjustment. When fee adjustments are delayed for long periods of
time, the increase can be significant and cause controversy with citizens.
Because there is an implementation delay of about 2 years, it is necessary to have continuous review. A
reasonable schedule for each department should be established and enforced. We recognize that a single
schedule is not appropriate for every department; what is important is that every department has a
schedule, and be held accountable to reviewing fees at the scheduled interval.
In the future, incremental fee adjustments will better reflect the cost of government services and will make
it easier for the public to understand when there are increases in their costs of doing business in Athens‐
Clarke County.

Cooperative Extension
The Cooperative Extension Service operates in tandem with the United States Department of Agriculture,
University of Georgia and the State of Georgia. It provides services across five content areas: natural
resources/agriculture; 4‐H youth; family/consumer sciences; nutrition education; energy
conservation/weatherization. Those services include current research‐based information and skills
training across a range of disciplines fundamental to quality of life. The 4‐H program in elementary and
middle schools addresses contemporary topics such as financial literacy, leadership skills, and special
initiatives for at‐risk youth. Health‐related programs provide training in safe food handling for food service
employees and nutritional education information for children and adults, including low‐income parents.
Cooperative Extension continues to collaborate with its University of Georgia college and school partners in
serving the changing lifestyle quality needs of Athens‐Clarke County citizens.
Cooperative Extension services came under intense review during budget cuts in 2010. The Overview
Commission reviewers were impressed with the office and its array of services, but at the time of this
report it was not clear which services would be continued or cut. Our recommendations are based on an
assumption that services surviving budget cuts are deemed important to ACCUG and its citizens, and
therefore should be supported as would any other government service.
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Recommendations:
1. Develop an ACCUGdriven public awareness program to inform citizens and local agencies
about the wide range of services provided by Cooperative Extension.
Cooperative Extension has a long history of providing valuable services to Athens‐Clarke County citizens,
but these services are not consistently publicized. Lack of awareness by citizens leads to under‐utilization
of the program services, making them less cost‐effective to provide. This department does not have a
budget for public relations or communications and therefore needs the support of ACCUG’s internal
communications resources.
2. Provide a suitable and responsive work and training setting, with adequate parking, for
Cooperative Extension to deliver its programs and educational services.
Cooperative Extension’s current building is outdated, small and crowded and has very little parking. Yet it
is used almost daily by Athens‐Clarke County citizens for classes and/or community meetings. In 2009,
over 5,000 citizens attended classes in this building in at least 250 separate educational programs. The
Overview Commission believes priority should be given to finding suitable work, classroom, and parking
space for this department due to its direct interaction with the general public.

Board of Elections
The Board of Elections is particularly vulnerable to unfunded Federal & State mandates which affect its
spending and workload. We are impressed with this department’s use of volunteers and dedication to
finding creative solutions for handling the widely‐fluctuating work load. A significant cost‐savings comes
from Board of Elections’ in‐house maintenance of electronic voting equipment, rather than contracting
with outside consulting firms.
Recommendations:
1. Due to the inhouse programming of voting machines, high priority should be given to an
internal audit.
Board of Elections’ internal control system is impressive. However, opportunities for collusion should be
clearly identified and prevented, and internal controls should be evaluated for depth & effectiveness in this
area. The Overview Commission has no suspicion whatsoever of foul play, and recommends this only as an
additional preventive measure.
2. Ensure that a qualified individual outside of Board of Elections staff is reviewing internal
control logs after each election, for conformity with election procedure.
Internal controls include physical seals, computer logs, etc, but we are unaware that anyone outside of
Board of Elections reviews the controls after an election.
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Solid Waste
We applaud the Solid Waste Department for its aggressive efforts to divert waste from the landfill by
promoting and expanding ACCUG’s recycling capabilities and adoption rates. At the time of this report, an
internal ACCUG management audit and a set of recommendations from the Solid Waste Task Force were
both in the process of being prepared and presented. Audit results were not available.
As with the 1999 Overview Commission’s findings, leaf and limb service still receives complaints.
However, increasing the frequency of this service would require significant capital investment and we
respect ACCUG’s current decision not to undergo this expense.
Recommendations:
1. Convert the ACCUG Recycling facility from dualstream to singlestream.
Athens‐Clarke County currently offers dual‐stream recycling service. Residents must separate recyclable
paper items from other materials. With single stream recycling, all recyclable items are placed in a single
bin and sorted at the collection facility. The convenience of single stream recycling increases adoption
rates, which leads to increased material tonnage, which generates greater revenue from the resale of
materials, and reduces landfill mass (which will reduce long‐term landfill operational expense).
Private haulers & surrounding counties who previously brought recyclables to our landfill have switched
to single stream recycling, which we cannot presently process. This has resulted in a 20% loss of tonnage
and revenue, and this loss will grow over time as single‐stream recycling spreads. ACCUG is in the process
of considering significant new goals to improve the county’s environmental sustainability; without a single
stream facility these goals will be difficult to achieve. This recommendation was adopted for voting at the
November 2010 Agenda Meeting of the Mayor and Commission.
2. Carefully review the Solid Waste Task Force’s recommendation that prevents entry of new
private haulers in the Athens market.
We applaud the effort to limit the number of trucks that service each neighborhood outside the Urban
Services District. Placing a cap on the number of private haulers is a positive step in the process. However,
in the event the number of haulers falls below the cap, prohibiting entry of a new hauler appears to be anti‐
competitive and gives tremendous advantage to haulers in Athens today, regardless of whether they’re
providing quality service. We recommend review by the County Attorney.

Tax Commissioner
The Tax Commissioner’s office provides tax administration services for real property, personal property,
and ad valorem taxes. This includes preparing the tax digest, collecting all taxes, and disbursing collections
to the levying authorities. The Overview Commission commends this office for a collection rate
consistently in the 98‐99% range.
This office also operates the Motor Vehicle division, which registers/transfers titles and assists law
enforcement with identifying vehicle ownership. Instead of standard 8am‐5pm office hours five days per
week, the Motor Vehicle office operates 4 days per week from 7:30am – 6:30pm. This change gives citizens
more hours before or after work to visit the office and has been well received.
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Recommendations:
1. Lobby and request that State Legislators revise the outdated state law preventing the Motor
Vehicle Division from recovering the full cost of processing out-of-county auto titles.
The Motor Vehicle Division’s title processing operation is so efficient and well-run than many out-of-county
dealers prefer to use ACCUG’s instead of their own county’s tag office. In 2009, Motor Vehicle Division
processed 7,500 out-of-county titles at an average cost to ACCUG of $10 per title. However, state law limits
what the Motor Vehicle Division may charge for the service to $.50 per title. This means for every 1,000
out-of-county titles processed, ACCUG loses an average of $9,500. ACCUG must push State Legislators more
aggressively for updates to this law.
2. Review job descriptions, position levels, and compensation for employees of the Tax
Commissioner’s Office.

Some positions in the Tax Commissioner’s Office have not been re-evaluated since 1995, although skills and
technical abilities required to perform duties have changed significantly.

Tax Assessor
The Tax Assessors Office is responsible for the appraisal of approximately 40,200 parcels of real estate,
5,217 parcels of personal property and 2,000 manufactured homes on an annual basis. Once appraisal is
complete the values must be approved by the three-member Board of Tax Assessors to ensure that the tax
digest is in compliance with state statutes.
Recommendations:

1. Review compensation for members of the Board of Tax Assessors and consider reducing the
amount if appropriate.
Significant training and certification are required to serve on the Board of Tax Assessors. Board members
are currently paid $352 each, per month, to attend one meeting. The Overview Commission does not
question whether or not some form of compensation is appropriate. However, $352 is by far the highest
compensation provided to any member of any ACCUG appointed Board. In addition, meetings can be as
short as 20 minutes. We feel a review of this compensation is warranted.
2. Establish a maximum for the number of terms a member of the Board of Tax Assessors may
serve.

The members of the Board of Tax Assessors are appointed by the Mayor and Commission and serve sixyear terms with no limit on the number of terms. One member of the current Board has held the position
for 19 years, another for 13 years. We appreciate the training and certification required to obtain a
position on this board and understand the longer, six-year term. We also believe ACCUG benefits when
more citizens are given an opportunity to serve and to provide fresh perspective. Therefore we
recommend a limit on the number of terms a Board member may serve.

3. Review conflict of interest criteria for Board of Tax Assessors to ensure conformity to policy.
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In our interviews, we learned it’s considered a conflict of interest for an ACCUG employee to serve on the
Board of Tax Assessors. However, a current, paid ACCUG contract employee is serving on the board. We
found this confusing and believe the policy should be reviewed, clarified, and communicated to prevent
confusion in the future.
4. Conduct an audit of the Tax Assessor’s office to verify procedures are documented and
followed.
Many functions of the Tax Assessor’s office are dictated by State Law. Testimony in an October court case
raised concern about whether or not well‐defined procedures exist for those functions not covered by State
Law. An investigation of this depth is beyond the scope of the Overview Commission’s assignment so we
recommend an audit.
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Public Services
Committee Members: Alvin Sheats and Gail Wingate, CoChairs, Greg Davis, Shaye Gambrell, Jill Read, John
Rogers, Carol Williams, and Jane Russell, exofficio

Building Permits and Inspections Department
(Includes the Community Protection Division)
We would like to thank the staff for their willingness to share their ideas based on many years of
experience. Staff members were open and actively communicative with obvious pride in the work they do.
The department was open and transparent and clear about what they need to do and what they need to do
it.
Recommendations:
1. Adjust permit fees in order to cover the costs of this enterprise fund department.
The Building Permits and Inspections Department does not arbitrarily set permit fees. Instead, in
accordance with OCGA 48‐13‐9(a) it establish fees so that they cover the actual cost of providing inspection
and plan review services. If directed by the Mayor and Commission, staff can evaluate the Permit Fee
Multiplier to determine what adjustment is needed. This fee would be calculated per industry standards
outlined in the International Building Code’s section 108.2. According to state law OCGA 48‐13‐9(a)
permitting fees cannot be used as tax revenue and therefore cannot be higher than “cost.”
Athens‐Clarke County is a complex environment for inspections due to the requirements of the large
institutions, hospitals, complex industrial construction large multifamily construction. A high level of field
expertise and departmental acumen must be maintained. ACCUG needs a fully funded and highly functional
Building Permits and Inspections Department. That said, it is appropriate to keep the base fee as low as
possible for Athens‐Clarke County citizens doing small projects in and on their own homes.
2. Institute unscheduled dropin inspections of all construction projects in the county.
Implementing this recommendation would allow the Building Permits and Inspections Department to meet
the goals and objectives outlined in the department’s mission statement.
In a Consumer Reports article titled "Housewrecked" based on scores of interviews with home owners,
builders, inspectors, industry representatives, government officials, and lawyers, as many as 15% of all
new homes sold have a serious defect.
In another survey, J.D. Powers' 2003 New Home Builder Study of 21 metropolitan markets says there is an
average of 1,372 construction problems per 100 homes or approximately 13.72 problems per home. In
Atlanta, where construction problems were the highest in the nation, buyers experienced 1,439 problems
per 100 homes, or 14.39 per home.
3. The Clarke County School District is exempt from permit fees. Remembering that Building
Permits and Inspections is an enterprise fund department, a general fund reimbursement to
the Building Inspection Special Revenue Fund to pay for these services should be considered.
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The current system requires contractors and citizens to subsidize inspections provided for the Clarke
County School District at no cost. Since 2007 the Board of Education has received over $250,000 worth of
this department’s services at no cost.
Local Boards of Education are exempt from permit fees by O.C.G.A 20‐2‐261 (d). For the history of this
arrangement staff has a document titled "Athens‐Clarke County Non‐Building Permit Requirements for the
Clarke County Board of Education" dated 1998. The cover sheet states that it was "Prepared following Joint
Committee Work 1998" but it is not signed.
4. Establish a minimum level of staffing of the Inspections Division so that staff is available to
provide quality inspections in a timely fashion.
ACCUG needs a plumbing, HVAC, electrical and structural expert for all projects, not just for inspections but
for the technical expertise to review complex drawings and plans in the plans review process. A minimum
office staff is needed to provide customer satisfaction. These inspections are critical to the safety, value and
insurability of our built environment. The slowdown in the housing industry has affected this department
greatly. Building permits dropped from 800 per year at the height of the construction boom to 80 last year.
As a result five employees have been laid off in the past 24 months. However inspections must be
performed on new construction, remodeling, and repair work. In the electrical, HVAC, and plumbing trades
permits are required for any addition or extension to the system or any time there is a replacement unit,
new circuit added, or plumbing installation. Most of what is beyond the scope of a handyman requires a
permit but enforcement depends on adequate staff.
5. Both divisions of the department, Inspections and the Community Protection Division,
should provide ways to actively solicit information on customer satisfaction from citizens
and their other users including contractors, architects, and builders who frequent the
department.
This could be accomplished with a suggestion box or with a questionnaire mailed to high frequency users.

Leisure Services
Leisure Services is one of the larger ACCUG departments. It provides a wide range of services to the
citizens of Athens‐Clarke County in sports and recreation programs, parks administration, arts and natural
resources educational programs, and management of facilities to house those programs. While in the
process of reviewing this department, we were pleased when contacted by interested citizens, officers and
members of partner organizations, and current and past members of the Leisure Services staff.
Recommendations:
1. Execute an internal audit of the Leisure Services Department as soon as possible. (Last audit
2002).
2. Reconsider the ramifications of drilling wells on all sports fields as a source of watering.
Address the concerns of local non‐profit organizations by re‐assessing the potential impact of water costs
that wells might relieve. Leisure Services should engage community non‐profits that are willing to assist in
cost reductions and execution.
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3. Develop private funding from businesses, individuals, and grant sources to support growth
of programming in this department.
4. Ensure that earned income from classes is reinvested in the same fiscal year to support
demand for additional classes.
5. Consider additional educational and professional training to program and administrative
staff to ensure that they have strong education, certification, and training in
administration/management in their respective disciplines.
6. Engage staff and partner organizations before proceeding with longrange plans.
7. Improve and fund public relations, marketing, and audience development for all programs.
8. Partner with organizations like the Convention and Visitors' Bureau, Economic Development
Foundation, and ACC Public Information Office to include our cultural and natural resources
offerings as part of marketing efforts.
9. Work with the Morton Theater Corporation to formulate joint policies for community arts
organizations use of the Morton Theater and to create a fund managed by Leisure Services
that will allow nonprofit community performing groups (i.e. Classic City Band) which do not
charge admission for performances.
10. Continue to expand after school educational activities in facilities.
Examine the cost to students or non‐profit organizations that seek to offer structured after school
programs at Leisure Services facilities.
11. Create, in cooperation with nonprofit organizations and businesses, new community
cultural events and services out in the community.
12. Refocus the Athens Creative Theater mission to its original purpose. Add opportunities for
classes for adults in theater.
The curriculum for this program was created as a laboratory and free internship program for theater
education students. The original ACT program provided classes to children (Grades K‐12) and operated six
days a week.
13. Consider separating the Arts and Natural Resources Divisions from Leisure Services to
expand and improve upon those services that each provides.
For historical context, see Appendix 7: Athens Clarke County Unification Task Force Executive Summary,
Section 15: Consolidation of Functions and, Appendix 8: Listing of Cultural Development Services in the
City of Athens and Clarke County.
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Planning
It is imperative that those departments involved in planning and development continue to refine effective
systems of internal business operations to serve citizens and encourage orderly and thoughtful economic
growth. User‐friendly guidelines and procedures would place our community in a competitive
environment to enhance job opportunities, assist new and existing business development, and prevent
property owners with scarce resources from having to hire outside legal counsel in the planning and
development procedures required for improvement of their property.
The successful recent initiation of the Neighborhood Notification Program has increased citizen awareness
and improved community perception about the planning and development process.
Recommendations:
1. Continue to dedicate a single member of the planning staff per applicant to coordinate the
processes and assist in ensuring that the progress of each application to be expedited
throughout the related departments in a timely and helpful fashion.
2. Regularly review the progress of each application by use of an interactive computer
program that is linked to all departments with planning, utilities, inspections, and
infrastructure duties to ensure that all applications are currently being expedited in the
most efficient manner.
3. Create a methodology that keeps planning and development staff on the promised schedule
so that applicants will have a better tool for planning the expenditure of their resources.
Time lost on construction projects due to slow or inefficient departmental action costs great amounts of
money to the applicants. In the past, this has been a frequent complaint about the planning and
development process and has added to the perception that ACCUG is not “business friendly.”

Transportation and Public Works
Recommendation:
1. Install more signs promoting sharing the streets with bicyclists where bicycle lanes have
been added.

Transit
The review committee was impressed and pleased with the work of the Transit Department. The
creativity and pride shown by the staff when interacting with the public is a genuine asset to ACCUG.
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Human and Economic Development
This department was created after unification to address the charter mandate to “develop and implement a
comprehensive program of human and economic development.” It serves as a conduit for the U.S.
Department of Housing & Urban Development (HUD) grants and oversees the (1) Federal Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG), (2) HOME, and (3) Continuum of Care (CoC) grants. In FY09 this
department budget totaled approximately $2.9 million. Athens‐Clarke County is a federally designated
entitlement community, and as such received approximately $1.46 million in CDBG funds in fiscal year
2009 to address homelessness and poverty. CDBG funds may be allocated to one of five categories :( 1)
Administration, (2) Public Services, (3) Economic Development & Neighborhood Revitalization, (4) Public
Facilities & Improvement, and (5) Affordable Housing. The funding amount that can be allocated to
Administration and Public Services is capped by HUD at 20% and 15% respectively. Other federal grants
received by HED were awarded on a competitive basis. HED’s FY09 budget (by funding source) is
depicted in Appendix 9: Review of the Department of Human and Economic Development (HED), Report to
the Mayor and Commission, Auditor’s Office, Unified Government of Athens‐Clarke County, Page 6).
Recommendations:
1. Make the work of the Vision Committee more transparent and involve more community
input. Allow applicant agencies an opportunity to comment on their applications at the
Vision Committee meetings.
A citizens committee, which is known as the Vision Committee, is appointed by the Mayor and Commission
to review staff recommendations for CDBG funding allocations. The Vision Committee’s recommendations
along with staff recommendations are forwarded to the Mayor and Commission for deliberation.
2. Grant CDBG funding to an agency that provides services and assistance similar to the Job
Trek program (which serves the homeless population) to assist lowincome individuals who
are not homeless.
3. Nonprofit agencies who have demonstrated success should not be automatically prohibited
from receiving future Challenge Grants.
4. Supplement the CDBG Revolving Loan Fund with additional funds.
Most jobs are created by small businesses. Both HED and the Economic Development Foundation are
strongly interested in small business development.
5. Require recipient agencies to track and assess the success of individuals receiving assistance
from all HED funds.
Currently, only recipient agency performance is assessed.
6. Include more diversity in membership on the Revolving Loan Committee, and include at
least one former successful recipient of a loan from the Growth Fund.
HED provides low‐interest gap financing to qualifying start‐up or expanding businesses to encourage the
creation and retention of jobs for low‐income individuals. Loans are made from the Growth Fund, which
was originally capitalized by a $200,000 grant from the Georgia Department of Community Affairs, and has
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been recapitalized with CDBG funds. A total of 12 loans have been made since 1999, resulting in the
creation or retention of 58 jobs. The Revolving Loan Committee, which is appointed by the Mayor, can
approve loans from the Growth Fund of up to $100,000. (Loans greater than $100,000 must be approved
by the Mayor and Commission.)
7. Revisit the eligibility criteria for receiving a loan from the Growth Fund to provide more
opportunities for a greater number of lowincome individuals and microbusinesses.
8. Maintain an ongoing relationship with entrepreneurs who attend HED grant workshops.
HED is aware of its successes in the support of small business, but does not gain enough information from
those who attend the workshops. Thus, participants have limited input into how to improve their efforts.
9. Clarify the division of responsibilities between HED and the Economic Development
Foundation.
Both HED and the Foundation are charged with the responsibility of economic development in Athens‐
Clarke County. HED was a Charter creation and thus, should be recognized as being an important
component in the work of Economic Development Foundation. HED should be an important conduit in
supporting economic development.
10. Advocate that the HED director or designee become a voting member of the Board of
Directors of the Economic Development Foundation.
The new Director of the Foundation has expressed strong interest in small business development. HED
could serve as one of the conduits for financial support of this goal.
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Courts and Public Safety
Committee Members: Alex Hinson, Chair, Genie Bernstein, Myron Downs, Jerry Lott, Jane Russell and Jill Read,
exofficio
The Courts and Public Safety Committee personally interviewed all of the fifteen offices and departments
that can be described as falling beneath the Courts and Public Safety umbrella. Without exception, all of the
offices participated in the overview process enthusiastically and cooperatively. Many of these offices were
not directly addressed in the previous Overview Commission Review, and were pleased to participate in
the 2010 Overview process. Despite several of the offices being defined by the State Constitution and not
the ACCUG Charter, the Committee received excellent insight and information that ultimately became
support for the following recommendations.
We applaud the efforts of the Courts and Public Safety offices in upholding their standard of service despite
increased workloads and constrained budgets. All of the offices demonstrated flexibility, ingenuity, and
willingness to sacrifice in order not to compromise their services. ACCUG and the public should recognize
these admirable efforts. It is important to consider the long‐term consequences created by stress in the
system that results in increasing workloads while operating with static resources.
Recommendations:
1. Build and maintain an Integrated Technology Platform (ITP) that enables an effective
interface between all offices integral to the justice system.
This new technology platform should prioritize promoting efficient entering and handling of data specific
to cases in the justice system and making said data available and transferable when appropriate.
2. Prioritize this project for funding above all or nearly all of the other projects in the latest
SPLOST program implementation.
Adoption of a working technology platform will generate immediate and significant savings for ACCUG.
The expense required will be more than offset by reduced inefficiencies, particularly in more efficient use
of ACCUG employee time, and reduced jail times for those being supported by ACCUG while awaiting trial
and disposition of sentences.
3. Appoint an ITP oversight committee (with representation from all involved offices and
parties) to oversee the project. The oversight committee should be charged with these
primary responsibilities:
[A] To determine which offices and parties should be users of the technology system
[B] To develop a thorough understanding of how each user will enter and withdraw
information, and to decide the path this information will flow to other offices and
parties
[C] To ensure adequate input from all related offices in building the technology platform
[D] To require all affected offices and parties in the justice system to participate and use the
technology platform, and to monitor this usage
It is clear to this committee that there are governmental and constitutional offices which must work
collaboratively to make the clerk offices, public safety departments, and courts in our community as
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efficient, effective, and humane as possible. Officious autonomy based on position is counter‐productive.
The success of the project will rest on complete use of the system by all participants and will be no stronger
than the weakest link.
4. Assign the Auditor’s Office to conduct an investigative project on the generation and usage of
the Offender Tracking Number (OTN).
[A] Identify the current processes related to the OTN and any shortcomings therein.
[B] Produce a recommended procedure for obtaining and recording OTNs and then moving
them and the information related to them through the judicial system.
This recommendation is designed to eliminate cases that are unable to progress through the arrest, jail, and
judiciary cycle due to incorrect or missing OTNs. At present, cases with missing and inaccurate OTNs are
managed at a slower pace with additional and unnecessary effort. Cases will move more quickly and cost
effectively with a coordinated and error free OTN implementation program beginning with arrest and
through disposition.
5. Proceed with the study of space allocation within the Courthouse, primarily to prepare for
the potential and likely addition of a fourth Superior Court judge.
6. Include a review of the flow of people into and within the Courthouse as part of the space
allocation study.
Space is naturally limited, but how people move through the Courthouse should be a priority when
considering space allocation. Throughout the interviews with department personnel and judicial personnel,
it was made clear repeatedly and strongly that employees are delayed in getting to their offices because of
the current security plan. Allowing Courthouse employees to have an exclusive or preferential pathway
into the Courthouse will expedite business within the Courthouse, especially when courts are in session.
We think this can be accomplished with a pass provided to Courthouse employees and possibly a
breezeway‐type access line that moves ahead of the normal security screening line. We propose that
security be considered as part of this analysis so that ACCUG employees, especially judges, are secure as
they move from the parking garage into the Courthouse and into offices and courtrooms. Crowds related to
the individual courtrooms should be managed in an orderly and secure fashion. This is especially true in
the hallway and courtroom of the Municipal Court.
7. Schedule all cases to be heard in Superior and State Court with full coordination and
approval of Judges, the District Attorney, the Solicitor General, and other attorneys involved
with a case.
Cases should be scheduled in such a way that all involved parties are adequately prepared at the court date
to prevent delays and rescheduling. Again, adoption of the Integrated Technology Platform will expedite
this.
8. Proactively address the increasing case load in AthensClarke County and the Western
Georgia Judicial Circuit.
The courts and public safety offices are putting forth great effort to manage the work load with constrained
resources. The effort is admirable and likely draws attention away from the mounting case count and risk
of system failure. ACCUG should be prepared to make necessary funding, manpower, and other resource
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decisions so that the judicial system continues to function in an effective and timely manner and does not
encounter an unmanageable case load.

Coroner
Recommendations:
1. Archive and maintain all current and historical reports, documents, and filings related to
and in support of official Coroner duties.
A comprehensive set of records is not presently maintained. ACCUG should designate physical and digital
space not only for the records of the current Coroner’s office but all past and future Coroners’
administrations. This specific records retention is required by State Law. ACCUG does not appear to be in
compliance.
2. Assign the Attorney’s Office responsibility for all public access to these records.
The sensitive nature of these documents requires diligent oversight.

Corrections
Recommendations:
1. Improve the number and condition of isolation/segregation cells at the Correctional Facility.
The Corrections Department is relying on other state facilities to serve the ACCUG Correction’s needs for
isolation/segregation cells. Improvements to the current isolation/segregation cell inventory have been
requested but not approved in previous and current SPLOST proposals. This improvement will allow the
Corrections staff to better manage its population without the expense, both direct and indirect, of
transporting inmates to other facilities for isolation and segregation.
2. Improve records retention.
At present, physical space is limited. This solution can be accomplished in part by migrating to a digital
based records program.

Fire and Emergency Services
Recommendations:
1. Engage the Computer Information Services Department in an evaluation of the current
technology and technological capabilities of the Fire and Emergency Services Department to
determine any needs and benefits of more advanced technology and or capabilities.
2. Encourage the Fire and Emergency Services Department to seek national accreditation.
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The department is well‐run and deserving of the accreditation. ACCUG will benefit financially from the
accreditation by virtue of more favorable borrowing and insurance rates.
3. Proceed with the relocation of Fire Station #2.
Our review indicates that this move is key to maintaining good emergency response coverage of the
County.

Juvenile Court
Recommendation:
1. Improve computer technology in the courtroom to facilitate the processing of cases.
The current hardware in the Juvenile Courtroom is antiquated and impedes the expeditious processing of
cases. Technology improvements should be undertaken with the aforementioned technology platform in
mind to insure integration. We are told that the State of Georgia may have software available to specifically
assist Juvenile Courts statewide, particularly if adequate hardware is present.

Magistrate Court
Recommendations:
1. Evaluate changing the current parttime judge position into a fulltime judgeship.
An additional judge will significantly improve this court’s ability to manage not only its case load, but all
requests for warrants from the law enforcement offices.
2. Maximize usage of the Electronic Warrants Interchange (EWI) system to make the issuance
of warrants more efficient and less time consuming for all parties.
3. Provide greater funding for the Indigent Defense Fund.
At present the court relies on a few local attorneys for pro bono support to supplement its very small
($1,000) Indigent Defense Fund. The court and Athens‐Clarke County will benefit from a larger Indigent
Defense Fund to meet the increasing needs of a growing population.

Municipal Court
Recommendation:
1. Adopt a readily available customer service survey to gather feedback that could lead to
improved relations with parties using the court.
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Clerk of Courts
The Overview Commission conducted an extensive review of the Clerk of Court’s Office, including multiple
in-person visits to the physical office. Our recommendations are related to work flow and process. We are
particularly concerned with backlogs in case processing. Ultimately, we feel that the backlogs should be at
a minimum across all case types and that the Office’s process be constructed in a manner that prevents
future backlogs. In addition to our recommendations, we advocate that the Clerk of Court’s office revisit
the 2010 Auditor’s Office management audit and its recommendations. We believe that these
recommendations are accurate and should be implemented.
Recommendations:

1. Expedite the disposition of criminal cases.
Convicted criminals held in our jail pending disposition to the State are an unnecessary and large daily
expense for ACCUG.

2. Monitor the business processes within the Clerk of Court’s Office to ensure the current work
load is managed without backlogs.

The Clerk’s Office staff was increased by two positions in 2010. Additional resources, capital and/or staff
should not be considered for this office until the office demonstrates success at maintaining current case
management.

3. Migrate to digital data capture wherever possible to eliminate the overwhelming amount of
paperwork currently required.

Implementing digital data capture in the courtrooms is imperative to improving the speed and efficiency of
the office.

Police
The Overview Commission is extremely pleased with the management and work product of the Police
Department. Our review suggests a well run and effective Police Department.

Recommendations:

1. Coordinate with the District Attorney’s Office to build best practices for managing the ACCUG
evidence room in a manner that efficiently utilizes space and maintains all necessary
evidence with no extraneous evidence.
2. Increase personnel in the Police Department to match the department’s request.
We understand resource limitations, but we are also concerned about the longer term and less obvious
costs of an insufficient Police Department headcount.
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3. Explore the viability of having an ACCUG/UGA police training academy approved by the State
of Georgia for training and certifying police officers.
At present, the ACCUG Police Department conducts an extensive training program for new officers after
they have graduated from a state training academy. We recommend building the ACCUG Police
Department’s internal training program into a state approved program that could serve as a local academy
and potential revenue generator.
4. Attempt to schedule officers’ duties so that the police substations are staffed as frequently as
possible.
Substations only serve their fully intended purpose when they are available to the public beyond
traditional working hours.

Probate Court
Recommendation:
1. Consider adding a parttime attorney to the Probate Court staff.
This addition will better allocate tasks within the office. An additional attorney will increase the number of
officials who can execute certain legal documents. In respect of the current financial climate, we suggest
that this change be made as attrition creates an opening.

Probation Services
This office was recently integrated into ACCUG from a contracted service provider. Our recommendations
reflect this recent event.
Recommendations:
1. Complete a policy manual so that all of the Probation Services employees have a consistent
and ready resource for best and approved practices.
2. Conduct a management audit of this office in the near term to examine the demonstrated
benefits or costs of returning this office to ACCUG from private contractor service.

Sheriff
Recommendations:
1. Substantially reduce the backlog of warrants that have not been served.
We understand that warrants are not all the same. Many are not able to be served due to many factors.
However, every effort should be made to eliminate the backlog.
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2. Institute a classification system for warrants that identifies a small number of warrant
categories and associated feasibility of serving the warrants in each category.
This system will enable execution of warrants that can be served and identification of the subset of
warrants that either cannot be served or the cost of serving them exceeds the benefits.
3. Anticipate the security needs of an additional Superior Court Judge and be prepared for the
expansion of the courts.
ACCUG is likely to receive a fourth Superior Court judge in the near term.

Solicitor General
The Overview Commission reviewed this office and conducted interviews with personnel but did not
develop any recommendations.

District Attorney
The Overview Commission reviewed this office and conducted personal interviews with personnel but did
not develop any recommendations.

State Court
Recommendation:
1. Adopt software that will facilitate case management and that will interface with the
aforementioned Integrated Judicial Technology Platform.
The State of Georgia makes software available that can be used in State Court to facilitate case management
in the courtroom and throughout case disposition.

Superior Court
The Overview Commission reviewed this office and conducted personal interviews with personnel but did
not develop any recommendations.

SPLOST
The Courts and Public Safety Committee conducted a review of the ACCUG SPLOST process. We
interviewed three primary groups that are participants in the SPLOST procedures: members of the
Advisory and Oversight committees, ACCUG offices, the contractor (Jordon, Jones, and Goulding) that
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manages the SPLOST projects for ACCUG. We found the SPLOST process essentially in order, but in need of
greater documentation and greater independence within state and locally mandated frameworks.
Recommendations:
1. Prepare a comprehensive handbook for both the Advisory and Oversight Committee
members. The handbook should serve as a document that summarizes the process,
expectations, and objectives of each committee.
We found that the committees tended to require a large amount of time to become fully engaged in meeting
their objectives. This is largely due to the committees’ goals and guidelines not being adequately conveyed
to the members at the beginning of their terms. The committees can operate more independently and
require less direct support from ACCUG (avoiding the perception that committees are staff driven) if they
have a firmer understanding of their functions at the outset.
2. Both the Advisory and Oversight Committees should hold a final assessment meeting with
the objective of publishing suggestions to guide future committees.
3. Have the Grand Jury appoint members for the Advisory and Oversight Committees.
Membership on the SPLOST Committees should mirror the selection of members for the ACCUG Overview
Commission. Members should be selected considering both representation from all districts and the
prevention of actual or perceived conflicts of interest between members and SPLOST projects.
4. Additionally, we recommend the following membership restrictions for both the Advisory
and Oversight Committees:
[A] Committees should be comprised of no more than 50% of their memberships from
previous SPLOST committees.
[B] Impose a two term limit for committee members.
[C] ACCUG Commissioners should not serve on either SPLOST committee.
An independently selected membership for both SPLOST Committees will accomplish two objectives. First,
the SPLOST process will gain from a diverse membership and the related perspectives on potential SPLOST
projects. Second, future SPLOST recommendations will benefit from public perception of a clear distinction
between committee memberships, ACCUG personnel, and Mayor and Commission.
5. Each proposed project should adhere to the Program Goals and Project Selection Criteria
adopted by the Mayor and Commission.
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Non Departmental Recommendations
Future Overview Commissions
Recommendations:
1. We recommend that the Overview Commission continue to serve as a citizen review of
ACCUG within the requirements set forth in the Charter.
As we examined each office, department, and constitutional office, we found few problems that were not
being addressed. Our review and each previous review found some areas in need of improvement, which is
illustrated in our recommendations above. The Overview Commission ensures that government is being
objectively observed and that citizen review continues to improve services provided by ACCUG.
2. We recommend that the next Overview Commission regularly receive the Manager’s Weekly
Report and the employee newsletter.
These in‐house publications will assist Overview Commission members in understanding the breadth of
ACCUG activity and answer questions about services delivery.
3. We recommend that there be an attendance policy adopted by members serving on the
Overview Commission.
Like the SPLOST Advisory Committee, the Overview Commission could adopt a 70% attendance rule for
meetings, which allows excused absences by the Chair, with the condition that the absent member meet
with another committee member to obtain a briefing of the Overview Commission activities at the missed
meeting.
4. We encourage all future Overview Commissions to include the courts and constitutional
offices in their review.
These offices are integral to the functioning of ACCUG and the relationship between ACCUG and the public.
A thorough review of these offices is critical to a comprehensive overview.

Appointed Boards, Authorities, Committees, and Commissions
Recommendations:
1. Create an ongoing review process by which the Mayor and Commission evaluate the
performance and mission of appointed boards, authorities, committees, and commissions to
justify their continuation, budgetary impact, service delivery, and staffing requirements.
2. Provide written orientation and operating guidelines to all members of appointed boards,
authorities, committees, and commissions.
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3. Require appointed boards, authorities, committees, and commissions to present an annual
report. These reports should be filed with ACCUG historical documents.
4. Establish term limits for all appointed positions.
5. All members of appointed boards, authorities, committees, and commissions should be
required to sign a conflict of interest statement.
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11) If you could have anything you want for your department, what would it be?
1) A new facility for the Water Business Office. We have outgrown the current
facility and it is outdated. We have been there 20 years and when we moved
in, it was supposed to be a temporary facility. Right now, the old Athens First
Bank Building is being renovated to house the Water Business Office. The
offices in the facility they are renting on Broad St. will also be relocated to the
new building.
2) A better job of looking at existing facilities from an expansion and
maintenance viewpoint. They need a more comprehensive program of finding
and addressing the infiltration in the wastewater system. ACC so far hasn’t
considered what’s needed to maintain an aging infrastructure; will need a
more comprehensive program as many of our sewers are reaching the age
where they’ll begin to fail. “Sustaining our aging infrastructure” is a key issue.
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